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A quantitative measure of the influence that one PROV element 
has had over another.
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In Summary
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Context
Thesis: Modelling and Computing the Quality of 

Scientific Information on the Web of Data

What is the quality of the Wikipedia article for 
the chemical Ethane?
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– PROV-Overview: !
! ! ! ! ! !            An Overview of the PROV Family of Documents!

!

“Provenance is information about entities, 
activities and people involved in producing a 

piece of data which can be used to form 
assessments about its quality, believability, or 

trustworthiness” 

Provenance



The Data
ProvBench - wikipedia-provenance
https://github.com/PaoloMissier/wikipedia-provenance

prov:wasRevisionOf

rev1 rev2
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prov:wasAttributedTo

https://github.com/PaoloMissier/wikipedia-provenance


Exploiting a Common Intuition

Relies on lineage and how provenance

prov:wasRevisionOf

Anything that has influenced the production of 
an entity may have affected its likely quality

A+ ?

rev1 rev2prov:wasAttributedTo

chemical_lover_84

Administrator



Are publishers of provenance motivated to publish 
detailed how provenance?

Is the how provenance that can expressed in PROV 
sufficient for our quality assessment?

Questions



Are publishers of provenance motivated to publish 
detailed how provenance?

All datasets from PROV Bench make use of between 3 and 
7 of the 13 sub-properties of wasInfluenceBy



prov:wasInfluencedBy

A+ ?

rev1 rev2

Is the how provenance that can expressed in PROV 
sufficient for our quality assessment?



prov:wasRevisionOf
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Is the how provenance that can expressed in PROV 
sufficient for our quality assessment?



prov:wasRevisionOf

A+ ?

To what extent is rev2 influenced by rev1? 

rev1 rev2

Is the how provenance that can expressed in PROV 
sufficient for our quality assessment?



A+ ?

rev1 rev2
A+ ?

rev1 rev2

Small change.

Significant Change

How Much?



A+ ?

rev1 rev2

Small change.

How Much?

This is just a diff!



A+ ?

rev1 rev2

Small change.

How Much?

influence of previous revision: (words common / total words in previous)!

influence of the author : 1 − (words common/total words in previous).



A+ ?

rev1 rev2

Small change.

How Much?

Other possibilities?
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A quantitative measure of the influence that 
one PROV entity has had over another.
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The New Data
ProvBench - wikipedia-provenance

https://github.com/matthewgamble/wikipedia-provenance
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Now with added RDF and influenceFactor!

https://github.com/matthewgamble/wikipedia-provenance


Influence Factor
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Article Quality

influencing influencing 

Influence factor informs priors in our probabilistic model 
- like a weighting/dampening factor.

Used the enriched data to support quality assessment with probabilistic models. 



Provenance publishers appear to be motivated to provide 
detailed how provenance beyond :wasInfluencedBy

Summary & Questions

A quantitative measure of influence supported our ability to 
automatically evaluate quality.

Is the information generic enough to be at the interchange level?

What is the scope of influence factor & where does it break? 


